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Conditioning games 
 
  
Goal Line “D” 
Attackers have 2 extra players than defenders. 
Attack starts 5 metres away from goal line place another cone 2 metres out from goal 
line the defenders can not move out past this cone, attackers just have to run across 
the line to score they do not have to ground the ball, if an attacker is tagged (2 
handed) the ball is passed back to the 5 metre line to start the next attack, attackers 
have 2 minutes to score as many points as possible, any time the ball is dropped, 
knocked on, passed forward that attacking raid is finished and the ball has to go back 
to the 5 metre line to go again. 
  
Offside Touch 
First pass must always go back then attack to furthest try line, attacking team gets 2 
touches,  after 2nd touch turnover, ball can be passed after the restart pass in any 
direction, to ensure everyone is working all the time all the attacking team must be 
inside the 22m area before the try can be scored, the team that scores retains 
possession and defending team must push inside the attacking half way line otherwise 
the try is worth 2 points, another version is man on man where you can only tag your 
partner and vice versa, plus you can add a sweeper that can tag anyone as well, can be 
played as a kicking game grubber kicks only and no running with the ball post 
reception of the grubber kick. 
  
Speed Ball 
Played with a soccer ball, normal soccer rules apply but if you can catch the ball on 
the full you then play on for three touches with normal touch football rules applying 
after the 3rd touch the ball is dropped and neither the defender or attacker involved in 
that last play are allowed to touch the ball. The same rule applies for forward pass or 
knocked on ball. Play on full field. 
  
One Touch 
  
Best played across the field 50m line to try line being sidelines, both teams start on 
the sidelines (now try lines) one in possession the other being defenders, normal touch 
rules apply attackers only get one play when touched they all have to sprint back to 
their respective try line before they can push up in D, the new attacking team must 
pass once from the breakdown and then play continues in same fashion. Upon a try 
being scored the scoring team stays in possession and both teams swap side and 
restart from the try lines. 
  
Drop Off Touch 
  
Normal touch rules apply, other than when a person makes a touch he has to sprint 
around his own goal posts before being eligible to be on D again, attacking team gets 
6 touches, no kicking is allowed. 
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Cone Ball 
  
Field set up with cones on the junction of the 22m both ends and the 50m lines with 
the 5 m lines, this is when you are playing on the full field playing across the field. 
Scoring is as follows if you run the ball in and put it down on a cone 5 points, if you 
score other than putting the ball on a cone 3 points and  if you receive a grubber kick 
in the scoring area you get 1 point. Ball must be passed backwards at all times, you 
get 2 touches and then have to hand the ball over, you can grubber to yourself and to 
another players once per possession. 
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